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1. INTRODUCTION 
The object of this article is to prove a form of Green’s theorem 
analogous to Ahlfor’s version of Cauchy’s theorem [l, p. 1441. Our result 
is given below: in its statement he contours 1 are regarded as functions 
rather than point sets; the range of i is ;1*; and w(z, ,I) denotes the winding 
number of 2 with respect to a point z in [w2\%*. 
THEOREM. Let C, ,..., C, be recttfiable contours such that C,* c S 
(k = 1, 2 ,..., r), and 
,g, w(z, C,)=O (Z$S)? 
where S is an open subset of (w’. If M and N are differentiable on S, and 
(aNlax) - (aMlay) is bounded and continuous almost everywhere on S, then 
where A, is the set of z for which CL=, w(z, C,) =j. The line and area 
integrals exist, respectively, as Rieman-Stieltjes and Riemann integrals, and 
the infinite series is absolutely convergent. 
By applying this result with the Cauchy-Riemann equations to the real 
and imaginary parts of a function regular on S, we can easily deduce the 
theorem of Ahlfors. 
1.1. Preliminaries 
Throughout the article all contours A(t) = (x(t), y(t)) (a < t <b) are rec- 
tifiable, so that, on [a, b], x and y are continuous and have bounded 
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variation. When convenient we think of 1 as a mapping into @ rather than 
[w2; for example, we define the winding number by 
where q is a continuous argument of J.-z. The length of L is given by 
this is a Riemann-Stieltjes integral in which IdA( denotes dV,(t), vi(t) 
being the variation of 2 on [a, t]. As usual 
%O = {z: w(z, %) # 0, 2 $ n*> 
defines the inside of 1, and is an open set. If D is a connected subset of 
[w2\1*, we write w(D, 2) for the constant value of w(z, %) (zED). 
Given a rectangle of the form 
q= ((x,y):a<x<B,Ydy~~}, (1.1) 
we define the projection p of i onto q as follows: p(t) = i(t) if 1(t) E q; and 
p(t) is the nearest point of i?q to L(t) when n(t) # q. It is easy to see that we 
have p(a) =p(b), and 
IP(U) -P(U)l G IA(u) - 4o)l (u, u E 1% 61); 
hence, because 1 is a rectifiable contour, so too is p. If [ is an interior point 
of q\A*, it is a simple exercise in geometry to show that there exists an 
argument 0 of p - [ for which 
where q is a continuous argument of ,J - i. Because p, 1 are continuous, 
and 8, q are arguments, it follows that ~9 too is continuous, and hence that 
w(L PI = w(L 1). 
All of the line integrals in the paper exist as real Riemann-Stieltjes 
integrals with continuous integrands, and continuous integrators of 
bounded variation. We shall make essential use of the result 
I ;f.(a(f)) da(t) =F(a(b)) - F(a(a)) (1.2) 
in which F is a primitive off on a *, the proof being a simple modification 
of one of the standard proofs [2, p. 2151 of the case a(t) = t. 
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If M, N satisfy on S the conditions stated in the theorem, and if A c_ S is 
a closed rectangle, then 
(1.3) 
and we shall use this result in our proof. It is of course a special case of our 
theorem, but it is easy to establish directly by an approach similar to the 
proof of Cauchy’s theorem for a rectangle. Alternatively, we note that it 
occurs as a special case of the form of Green’s theorem due to Craven [3]. 
Most of the line integrals in the paper are integrals over contours regar- 
ded as functions. Occasionally, as in (1.3), we integrate over point sets, and 
these are either Jordan curves or simple arcs. As usual fc denotes 
integration in the positive direction over the Jordan curve C, and, for a 
simple arc L, sL indicates integration over L in a direction to be found in 
the context. 
Finally, we record a result we shall use later for making estimates. If C is 
a rectifiable curve for which C* E Q, where Q is a square divided into n2 
smaller squares of side-length K/n, the number of such small squares whose 
closures intersect C* cannot exceed 4( 1 + &‘(C)/K). This simple result is 
due to Potts [2, p. 2871, and is known as Pott’s lemma. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We obtain a basic result in Section 2.1, and complete the proof in 
Sections 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4. 
2.1. Let q be a rectangle given by (1.1) for which 4 n I* = @ (the 
bar as usual denoting closure). If py is the projection of J” onto q, then 
j Mdx+Ndy=w(q,i)$ Mdx+Ndy (2.1) 
pq 84 
for any functions M and N real valued and continuous on 84. Without loss 
of generality we shall assume in the proof that N = 0, w(q, A) 2 0. 
Let [ be an interior point of q, and put m = w(q, jl). Also let e(t) 
(ad t < 6) be a continuous argument of py - [, and note from a remark in 
Section 1.1 that B(b)-B(a)=2nm. Let (TV, cr,, rr2, CJ~ be arguments with 
respect to [ of the four corners of q, for which 0 < cr,, < o1 < (r2 < ug < 27r. 
Define o,+,=ak+2x and Ak= [crk,ck+, ) for all integers k. For a fixed k 
and 0(t) E A,, p,(t) is on one particular side L of q. According to k being 
odd or even, L is vertical or horizontal; and L is the upper or lower side 
when k=O or 2 (mod 4). 
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Now let p,(t) = (x(t), y(t)) (a < t < b). Consider the sets Ai which inter- 
sect 0( [a, b]); let j= h, h + l,..., k be the corresponding values of j. Note 
that r(t) = yi whenever 0(t) E Aj, where yi = 6 or y for j = 0 or 2 (mod 4). If 
j is odd then x(t) (0(t) E Aj) is a constant c and we put x,(t) = c (a < t < b). 
Ifj is even let xi(t)=x(t) (tl(t)~A~) and put xj(t)=a or /I (&t)>a,+,), 
xi(t) = /I or CI (e(t) < aj) according to j= 0 or 2 (mod 4). Each x, is 
continuous with bounded variation on [a, b], and we see that 
j 
Pq 
M dx = i lb M(x,(t), y,) dx,(t) 
j=h u 
(2.2) 
by an elementary consideration of Riemann-Stieltjes ums. 
Consider the summation in (2.2). All the terms in which j is odd are zero, 
since x, is constant in this case. If m = 0 then e(a) = 8(b), and x,(a) = xi(b) 
for all j, so that by (1.2) every term is zero. This completes the proof for the 
case m = 0 and we now let m > 0. Assume for some r that e(a) = a,; then 
@(U)EA,, ~(~)~A,,‘+,~ and it follows for j 3 r + 4m and j < r that we again 
have xi(u) = x,(b), and hence that we may put h = r, k = r + 4m - 1. There 
are precisely 2m even integersj amongst h, h + l,..., k, and for these we have 
Cxjtu), Yj) = (BY 6, or (a, y), and (x,(b), y,)= (a, 6) or (/I, y), according to 
whether j = 0 or 2 (mod 4). Hence by (1.2), 
I ~~~dx=m(~~,Md*+~~l~dx)=M~~~~Mdx, 
where L, and L, are line segments from (&6) to (a, 6) and (a, y) to (/I, y). 
This completes the proof when O(u) = ar, and the general case follows by 
reparameterisation. 
2.2. Let Ck (k = 1 to r), M, N, and S be given as in the theorem. 
We shall assume further that S is bounded since the general case is easily 
deduced from this one. Let SE Q, where Q is the square with corners 
( f K, f K), K > 0. Divide Q into smaller squares by the lines x = kK/2”, 
y = kK/2” (k = 0, + l,..., +2”). We assume that 12 is large enough for the 
diameter of each square to be less than the distance from U = U;= 1 C,* to 
Iw*\S; this ensures that any closed square meeting U is a subset of S. Let 
V= V(n) be the collection of squares q of the form (1.1) for which 4 c S, 
then V is finite and non-empty. 
We shall prove that 
i c j- Mdx+Ndy= i j- Mdx+Ndy, 
k=lysV Pd k=, ck 
(2.3) 
where pqk is the projection of Ck onto q. Without loss of generality we shall 
assume in our proof that N =O. 
409026.:2-9 
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Consider the squares q E Q for which q 4 V. Any that are adjacent in a 
column of squares are formed into a rectangle of the form (1.1 ), and the 
collection of all such squares and rectangles is denoted by W. Note, for 
q E W, that 4 g S, q n U = a, and hence that 1; = I w(q, C,) = 0. For each 
q E Vu W we define a continuous function MY* on q or t3q as follows: if 
q E V, Md = M on 4; if q E W, M,* = M or M,* = 0 on the horizontal sides 
of 4 according to whether or not they belong to a square in V, and MS is 
linear on each vertical side of q. 
Fix k and let C= C,. On the domain [u v] of C let C(r) = (x(t), y( t)), 
p,(t) = (x,,(r), v,(t)), where py is the projection of C onto qE Vu W. Set 
xk = kK/2” (-2” d k 6 2”) and define elk on [p, v] by 
@k(f) =x(t) lxk 6 x(t) d xk + I), 
xk(t)=xk (x(f)6xk), ak(t)=xk+l (X(t)>,Xk+l). 
Put 
J,= i M:dx= ~M:(x,(t),~.,(t))dx,([) s (4E vu w, PY 11 
and 
KkG(P) = I” M(ak(f), 0) dak(t) (-2” d k d 2’7, 
P 
where the line segment from (x,, b) to (xk+ r, 6) is a side of some q E V. 
Note from Section 2.1 that 
J, = w(q, C) 1 M; dx (4E WI (2.4) 
84 
and by (1.2) that &.(b) =0 since ~l~(p)=a~(v). 
Set E > 0, and let P, be a partition of [,u, v] such that, for any finer par- 
tition, each integral above differs from its corresponding Riemann-Stieltjes 
sum by less than E. By including further points in P, if necessary we form a 
partition P such that, for any consecutive pair of points (c, d) of P, C(c) 
and C(d) belong to 4 for a unique qe V, or to a unique qe V. To indicate 
the link here between (c, d) and q we write (c, d) N q. 
Associate to each consecutive pair (c, d) of points in P a number [ for 
which c < < < d, and put 
FCC, d, u) = M,*(x(i), u)(x(d) - x(c)) ((c> 4-q). 
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The Riemann-Stieltjes um corresponding to P for J,,, is 
~c,;~4f’W/-Wdf: 4F(c,d,~)+ 1 f’(c,d,Ai)), (2.5) 
c. - lc.d)-40 
Y > 40 4 < 40 
where the upper and lower sides of q. lie along y = 6, y = y, and q > qo, 
q < q. indicate that q E Vu W is vertically above or below qo. For some k, 
q. is contained in the vertical strip L, between the lines x =xk and 
X=Xk+lr and for this value of k we denote by q, ,..., qm the elements of 
Vu W contained in L,, arranged so that q, > q2 > . . . > qm. Let A j, B, 
denote the first two terms in (2.5) when q. = qj, and note that A, = B, = 0, 
so that for m 3 2, 
f (Ai+B,)= f (A,+Bjp,). 
,= I 1=2 
Now 
A, + B,- I = j’ M;(“k(c)r b,, dak(f) + ‘J(l) (E + O), 
P 
where qj and qjp, have a side on y = /Ii. If My*, is not identically zero, the 
integral above is K,(/?,), which is zero. So c,“= I (A, + B,) = o( 1) (E + 0), 
and it follows that by adding all the sums (2.5) for which qOc Vu W, we 
obtain 
This tends to I as E tends to zero, since MY* = M on 4 if q E V, and 
C* n q = 0 if q E W. We have proved that 
1 J, = 6 
qs V” w 
and we rewrite this using (2.4) as 
M dx + c 
YE w 
w(q, C) jaq MY* dx = jc M d.x. 
If we now replace C by Ck, py by pyk, and sum for k = 1 to r, we obtain 
i 1 j Mdx= i j Mdx, 
k=lycV Pqk k = , c-k 
since, for q E W, C; =, w(q, Ck) = 0. This is the required result. 
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2.3. Let X= X(n) be the set of squares q E V for which q n U = 0, 
and let Y = Y(n) = V\X. Writing a(s) = C;= , w(s, C,), we have for q E X 
by (2.1) 
i c j Mdx+Ndy= 1 a(q)+ Mdx+Ndy. 
k=ly.sX Pqk YEX PY 
Denote the right side by r,(n), and let 
r,(n)= i] c j Mdx+Ndy, 
k=lyEY Pqk 
then 
Mdx+Ndy=r,(n)+r,(n) 
by (2.3). We will prove that 
(n-, a), (2.6) 
where Aj is the set of z for which a(z) =j, and that r2(n) -+ 0 (n + co). 
It is convenient to consider r2 first. Let f denote A4 or N, then f is dif- 
ferentiable on E, = uqG y(mj 4, so that for co = (x0, y,) E E,, 
.f(x,~)=.f(io)+A~(x-xo)+B/(y-yo)+RffIx-x,1+ IY-yol), (2.7) 
where A,= aflax, Bf= @/ay at co, and lim(,,~,,,, R,(x, y) = 0. Since E,,, is 
compact we may apply Goursat’s lemma [4, p. 261 and obtain (2.7), with 
1 RA < 4, for some lo and all (x, y) in each square q E E, for which q E V(n), 
n > some no > m. In particular this applies to squares qE Y(n) since 
E, c E,. Hence with q E Y(n) and 
P= s R,,,dx+R,dy, 
Puk 
we obtain 
j 
P@ 
Mdx+Ndy= j B,(y-yo)dx+A,(x-x,)dy+p 
P& 
=s (A,-B,K--o)&+p Fqk 
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after integrating once by parts. Since 1 (alvjax) - (aA4/3y)l < K, on S for 
some K,, and q has length K/2” we have 
By Potts’ lemma (see Sect. 1.1) the number of elements qtz Y(n) is for 
n > n, less than K,2”, where no and K, depend only on the contours C,, 
and the constant K. Therefore 
h(d6 WK, + 1) K, i j” ldxl + l&l, 
k=, Pk 
where pk =p,(n) is a projection amongst p+ (q E Y(n)) for which 
J,, 14 + 14~ is 1 argest. It remains to show that each integral is o( 1) 
(n -+ co); we shall do this just for spI- Idxl, the other case being similar. 
Fix k and suppose that jPk I dxl # o( 1) (12 -+ cc ). Then for some c > 0 and 
squares qn E Y(n) (n = 1,2,...) we have Jpu ldxl > c (q = q,,), where py is the 
projection of C, onto q. Let ~1, be the centre of qn, then a subsequence of 
[u,] converges to c1 say, and if q = q(6) is now the square centre CI of side 
length 26 then j,, ldxla c (6 > 0). We assume without loss of generality in 
the following that cc=O, and put p,(t)=(x(t,b),y(t,6)) (p~ttv), 
W(S) = jpI ldxl (q = q(6)). Note that x(t, 6) =x(t) whenever Ix(t)1 < 6, and 
that x is constant for the other values of t. 
Since W(6) decreases with 6 we have W(6) > lim, _ 0 W(S) = r say, where 
t>c>O. Choose EE(O,Z) and 6,>0 so that W(&,)<r+c. For any par- 
tition P= {to, t I ,-., tj} Of Cl4 VI, let 
j- 1 
d(P) = c Ix(t!a hJ - x(t!f + I7 &)I 
k=O 
Choose P so that 
d(P) > 7 -&, x(t,, S,)#O (k=O toj- l), 
and cr > 0 so that 
2ma -c E, Ix(t,, So)1 >cr (k=Otoj- l), 
where m is the number of pairs x(t,, a,), x(t, + , ,a,) with opposite signs. 
Each point of P is contained in a maximal interval of t for which 
Ix(t, So)1 > o; let the endpoints of these intervals be adjoined to P to form a 
new partition P’, and note that d(P’) 3 d(P). Let the sum of the variation 
of x(t, 6) over the maximal intervals be V(6), then 
T/(6,) = d(P’) - 2mo, V(S) = O(0 < 6 < CT). 
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If V(S) is the sum of the variation of x(t, 6) over the, complementary inter- 
vals, then 
?(S)(O < 6 <a). W(6) = V(S) + P(S), V(cs,) 2 i; 
Hence, for 0 < 6 < (T, 
W6,) = V(b,) + q&J 2 V(6,) + V((6 
so that 
I= VJO) + W(b) 
z + E > (T - 2E) + T. 
Now letting E -+ 0 we obtain z = 0, and this shows that rz(n) -+ 0 (n + m). 
We next prove (2.6). By using (1.3) we can write 
where A,(n) is the union of the squares 4= q(n) for which qEX and 
a(q) = j. Let Ai be the set of points i for which o(i) = j, and consider the 
integral 
The integrand is bounded and continuous almost everywhere on Ai, and 
by Potts’ lemma aAi, being a subset of U, has measure zero; therefore the 
integral exists as a Riemann integral. Also 
since the integrand is bounded on the set Aj\A,(n) whose measure, 
by Potts’ lemma again, is 0(2-“) (n + co). Now assume that 
Cj+o lj.ff,,d x y is bounded. Since I(alv/ax) - (aM/~!$)l < K, on S, (2.6) d I 
follows from (2.8) and (2.9) by uniform convergence, and the series in (2.6) 
is absolutely convergent. So the theorem is true in the special case. 
2.4. Finally we show that c,+o I j jfA, dx dyl must converge. Being 
open, each Aj can be written as the union of components A,, and we have 
ss,, dx do’ = $, ss, Ir dx dy. I 
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Choose h so that 
dxdy<--$ co< ljl <m), 
then we have 
since xi=, w(Aik, C,) =j. The sets A,, (0 < Ii/ d m, 1 6 k d h) are disjoint, 
and for a given s in { 1, 2,..., r} each of them belongs to a component of 
R2\ C; ; so for the components D 1 ,..., Dj of Cf which contain at least one 
of them, we have 
We shall prove that the right side is at most lOKY(C,~), and hence 
which will complete the proof. 
We first show that for a rectifiable contour I of length L 
1.l j.. dx dy < 1OKL 
whenever I* is a subset of the square Q with corners ( + K, + K). Let the 
square Q be partitioned into smaller squares by the lines x= kK/n, 
y = kK/n (k = 0, f l,..., &-n). For a vertical strip I of such squares q, let 
N(Z) be the number which intersect I*, and A(Z) the total area of those for 
which 4 E Aon I. We have A(Z) < 2K*N(Z)/n and after summing over all 
strips Zc Q, and using Potts’ lemma we obtain 
,&A(Z)<? c N(Z)<lOKL 
I&Q 
As n tends to infinity the left summation tends to jJio dx dy (as in the proof 
of (2.9)), and the result follows. 
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Now let D ,,..., Di be components of the inside of a contour 1, and 
assume that 2 has a decomposition 
2 = I,, + %2 + . . . + i” 
into contours AI,..., 1,. such that 
k=l 
w(D,,lj)=O, _tl (j=l tou,k=l toi). (2.10) 
Then 
which is the required result. 
We have to show finally that 1 has the decomposition (2.10). For this we 
need the idea of loop and loop-point for a contour 1: [c, d] + R2. A pair 
(a; t) of real numbers is a loop-point if e < r, [a, r] c Cc, d] and 
y(o) = y(z). The contours 
are the loops of y corresponding to (a; r), and we note that y = yr + y2, 
WY) = %Y 1) + -WY,). 
We also need the following result: if D is a component of y0 and 
Iw(D, y)I > 2, then a loop-point of y exists for which the corresponding 
loops yl, y2 satisfy Iw(D, yj)J B 1. For this let LYE D and put 
y(t) - c1= r( 1) de(‘) (c < t < d), where r and 9 are real and continuous. We 
have B(d) - 0(c) = 2nk, where Ikl > 2, and we shall assume without loss in 
generality that k > 2. Consider the curve (e(t), r(t)) (t E W) in which e(t) 
and v(t) are defined as above on [c, d], and for TV R’ by 
d( t + a) = 0(t) + 2kn, r( t + a) = r(t), where a = d - c. Since r(c) = r(d) we 
may choose c’ E [c, d] so that, with d’ = c’ + a, r(c’) = r(d) = j3 say, and 
r(t)</? (c’< t<d’). Let C, be the curve (e(t)+p, r(t)) (c’< t<d) and 
denote the endpoints for t = c’, d’ by P, and Q,. 
Consider for 0 < p < 2kn the contour II/ formed by C,, a circular arc A, 
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through H = {(x, y): y > /I, x E W} from Q, to P,, the curve C,, and a cir- 
cular arc A, through H from QP to P,, which does not intersect A i. If z is 
inside the contour formed by A, and the portion of aH from P, to Q,, 
then W(Z, $) = 2. It follows that C,, and C, intersect, and that there exist 
t’, , t; E [c’, d’] for which r(t;) = r(t;), 0(t’,) + p = O(t;). For certain 
t,, t,E[c,d] we have r(t,)=r(f*), and, with j,,j,=O or 1, &t’,)= 
0( t, ) + 2k?rj,, 0( t;) = 0( t2) + 2knj,. Therefore 
r(tl) = r(fA f3(t,)-d(t,)=2k7c(j,-j,)-p. 
By taking p = 2n the second of these becomes o(t,) - 0(t,) = 
2n(kj, - kj, - 1 ), and we see that there is a loop-point of y for which the 
corresponding loops y , , yZ satisfy 
W, yI ) = k (kh - kj, - 11, W, 14 = k + (kj, - kj, - 1). 
Neither of these is zero, since k >, 2, j,, j, = 0 or 1, and this is what we 
sought to prove. 
In terms of 1 and the sets D, we know define a sequence {U,} (k > 0) in 
which Uk is a finite collection of contours defined on [c, d]. Let U0 = 1. 
Assuming that U, has been defined we obtain the elements of Uk+ I by con- 
sidering the elements y of Uk as follows: if 1 w(D,, y)I < 1 for all D, then y is 
unchanged; if 1 w(D,, y )I > 2 for some Dk, y is replaced by loops y , , y2 
satisfying 1 w(D,, ~.~)l Z 1. After U, ,..., U, have been chosen we have 
Let p > 0 be so small that each Dk contains a disc of radius p. If 5 is the 
centre of any such disc contained in y” where y E U, then 
and since 1 has finite length we see from (2.11) that U, + 1 = U, (m 3~) for 
some p. This implies that Iw(Dk, r)l < 1 for all y E Up, and with m =p in 
(2.11) we obtain (2.10). 
3. REMARKS 
By a slight change to the proof, we see that the theorem is true under 
rather different conditions on M and N: we may take them to be con- 
tinuous, and their partial derivatives aNlax, aM/ay bounded and almost 
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everywhere continuous. The proof is affected only in the justification of 
(1.3) (see [2, p. 283]), and by using, instead of (2.7), 
.fbG Y) -f-(x0> Yo) = A(--- x0) + WY -Yo), 
where A, B are suitable values of @/ax, aJay. The last change simplilies the 
proof a little, but the theorem no longer yields Cauchy’s theorem so simply 
via the Cauchy-Riemann equations. 
Graham Allan in Cambridge has another form of the theorem (not yet 
published), applicable to continuously differentiable one-forms. 
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